FIRST HALF – 5:30 PM SHOW

Star-Child........................................................Martin Chapman
  Lindsey Jackson, vocals
  Martin Chapman, guitar
  Tino Tirado, baritone saxophone
  Arya Natarajan, electric violin
  Owen Cruise, bass
  Max Rossip, drums

Daredevil.................................................................RAFA
Absolomb.................................................................Periphery
The Way the News Goes.................................................Periphery
  Raphael Lam & Jackie Wang, guitar
  Marc Girard, drums

Dr. Feelgood..............................................................David Knoll
  David Knoll, piano & vocals
  Julia Yu, Jennifer Colin, & Lizzie Fisher, vocals
  Joseph Di Liberto & Gregor Grigorian, trumpets
  Joseph Garcia, percussion
  Benjamin Mateyka, guitar
  Eduardo Sanchez, bass guitar
  Leonardo Barba, drums

SECOND HALF – 5:30 PM SHOW

Groove of the Grove.................................................Joseph Di Liberto
  Joseph Di Liberto, trumpet
  Xavy L. Johnson, tenor saxophone
  David Knoll, keyboard
  Benjamin Mateyka, guitar
  Eduardo Sanchez, bass
  Nolan Fewell, drums

Planta Tragamundos.................................................Alonso de la Peña
  Alonso de la Peña & Martin Chapman, guitars
  Tino Tirado, baritone saxophone
  Mason Davis, bass
  Leonardo Barba, drums

A Woman Standing in the Lunch Room..............Alonso, Leo, and Ariel
  Alonso de la Peña, guitar
  Leonardo Barba, bass
  Ariel Ortega, drums

PLEASE JOIN US FOR A SHORT RECEPTION
BEFORE THE 7 PM SHOW!